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Professor Mortimer Newlin Stead Sellers celebrated his 60th birthday on April 21, 2019. These essays mark that occasion and the conclusion of his four years as President of the International Association for the Philosophy of Law and Social Philosophy (Internationale Vereinigung für Rechts- und Sozialphilosophie or “IVR”). Most of the chapters in this volume were delivered as papers at a special meeting of the IVR hosted by the University of Baltimore in July 2018, celebrating Professor Sellers’ 30th year as Professor of the Philosophy of Law. The editors of this volume, Professors Joshua Kassner and Professor Colin Starger, are his colleagues on the Baltimore Faculty of Philosophy (Prof. Kassner) and the School of Law (Prof. Starger). Professor Kassner began his career in the Philosophy of Law as a student of Professor Sellers, almost three decades ago.

Professor Sellers’ writings on the Philosophy of Law, Social Philosophy, Legal History, Comparative Law, and Constitutionalism led to his appointment as Regents Professor of the University System of Maryland, on April 11, 2003. This volume takes its title from the subject of his inaugural lecture, which found the value of law in its service to justice, the value of justice in its service to society, and the value of society in its service to human nature, which is to say, in large part, to human affection, the most important and useful of the human emotions. The papers gathered here pursue and challenge these assertions, investigate arguments that arise from them, and discuss other aspects of Professor Sellers’ scholarship. We have invited him to conclude this volume with a valedictory response.

In addition to his achievements as an author, teacher, and philosopher, Professor Sellers has worked throughout his career as a lawyer, an administrator, and editor. As a lawyer with a focus on public, constitutional, and international law, he advised governments and others seeking to reform national legal and judicial institutions or to receive international legal standards into domestic law. This led to long associations with South American, European, African, and Asian colleagues, and intensive long-term law reform and institution-building projects in many places, most notably Brazil, Ukraine, and China. As Director since 1994 of the University of Baltimore Center for International and Comparative Law Professor Sellers brought numerous scholars, lawyers, judges and public officials from every corner of the world to Baltimore for extended study and sent American lawyers to work with and learn from partners overseas. His
Center’s book series, *Ius Gentium*, published its 75th volume in 2019. Professor Sellers also edits (with Mark Agrast) the *ASIL Studies in International Legal Theory* and (with David Gerber) the *ASCL Studies in Comparative Law*, both published by Cambridge University Press. With Professor Stephan Kirste he is editor of the *IVR Encyclopedia of the Philosophy of Law*.

Professor Sellers received his doctorate and civil law degree from Oxford University, where he was a Rhodes Scholar and T. H. Green Fellow and has enjoyed a recurrent association with University College. He received his bachelor’s degree (*summa cum laude*) and law degree (*cum laude*) from Harvard University, where he was a Frank Knox Fellow and John Harvard Scholar and received the Edwards Whitaker and Detur prizes. He is an elected member of the International Academy of Comparative Law and of the International Association of Constitutional Law. Professor Sellers has been the H. L. A. Hart Fellow in Jurisprudence at University College, and a visiting professor at the Lauterpacht Research Center of Cambridge University, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Georgetown University, and the Hague Academy of International Law.

Romulus founded Rome (we are told) on April 21, 753 B.C. Professor Sellers was born in Philadelphia on April 21, 1959. This highly appropriate congruence highlights the classical nature of his legal and social philosophy. Professor Sellers helped to revive a “republican” concept of law grounded in the common good and social solidarity in the midst of a global legal and political turn towards individualism, domination and cruelty. Professor Sellers’ pursuit of global justice has found partners and allies throughout the world. His good friends, the contributors to this volume, illustrate the cosmopolitan expanse of his affections.

Baltimore, April 21, 2019
Dean Ronald Weich
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